
Customer Type
Are you treating a company as a person?

69%
Individual 

31%
Company

Duplicates Found
How many records do you have for the same customer?

68%
Unique
Records

32%Automatic
Duplicates

Sample Data Analysis Report

Improving the quality of your input data and 
getting it compliance-ready will significantly 
increase the accuracy of your screening 
results.  You will get higher quality matches 
and fewer false positives, which will allow 
you to focus on the real risks.  

You may think your data is fine for 
compliance screening, but many of the 
data analyses we’ve conducted with our 
clients have told a different story.  Even if 
an organization has data quality controls in 
their enterprise systems, we’ve found that 
the data is still not ready for AML compliance 
purposes, causing unnecessary false 
positives and potential missed hits. 

 Diagnosis of the current condition of your data
    Identifies types of data issues, including duplicate records (see chart above)
    Recommendation of how to improve your data before using it for   

  compliance screening

 The business case for fixing your data for better screening accuracy, 
productivity and risk management  

    Expected decrease in false positives and resulting savings in review time  
  and resources

    Expected reduction in potential risk of missing true hits

Your data analysis report includes:

Did you know?

Error Type*

Missing surname

Multiple names present 
 in name line

 Inconsistent date format

 Name potentially  
in wrong order

Title, appendage, etc.
concatenated to name

Inconsistent country format

Customer names 
in address lines

Contains noise words

Contains “dummy” data 5.6%

9.3%

7.4%

7.2%

4.7%

2.5%

4.0%

6.2%

3.7%

The first step to improving your data
Getting an accurate assessment of the current condition of your data 
 is the first step in achieving better compliance screening results. 

Getting Started is Quick & Easy
Contact us at finscan@innovativesystems.com

finscan.com
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* Error Types may vary by region

Is Your Data Fit for Compliance Screening? 
By cleaning the internal data and getting it ready for screening, FinScan can help you 
drastically reduce your false positives and risk by 50% or more vs. other screening solutions! 

https://finscan.com/


FinScan Premium+ 
Capabilities
FinScan Premium+ provides an extra layer of 
capabilities that address your data challenges to 
give you more accurate matching results.  
Examples include:  

A new level of accuracy, efficiency 
and risk mitigation
FinScan Premium+* is a next generation watch list screening solution that effectively 
addresses the industry’s number one issue – false positives. By combining FinScan’s 
powerful matching algorithms with data quality capabilities that have been developed 
over 50 years of processing customer data, FinScan Premium+ is uniquely positioned 
to fix internal data issues that can derail your compliance efforts. Stop wasting 
valuable resources. Reduce your risk and false alerts with FinScan Premium+.

Why FinScan Premium+?  
Compliance professionals have no control over the quality of the input data they use 
for screening, yet are responsible for the consequences resulting from bad data – 
namely, too many false positives, unnecessary due diligence, and the ultimate risk 
of missing a true hit, which can lead to huge fines and reputational damage. FinScan 
Premium+ cleans your data before screening begins, so you get better results.
  
How FinScan Premium+ prepares data for watch list  
and PEP screening

Getting Started is Quick & Easy
Contact us at finscan@innovativesystems.com

Learn more at finscan.com

 Removes dummy data

 Removes duplicates

  Removes “noise words” to get to the true 
customer names  

    ITF, Benef, ATTN, Cust
    Company, LLC, Org

  Identifies missing data 
    Attribute completeness
    Record completeness

  Standardizes address and country data

  Splits multiple names in name lines into 
separate records

    Joint accounts (e.g., John and Mary Smith)

  Extracts names hidden in address lines

  Derives matching fields of entities or  
individuals

    Record type from name field 
    Gender from name field
    Country from address lines 

Input Record Competitive Solutions FinScan Premium+

Bank Refund
Al Rahman Welfare Organization
C/O James McClintock

Assumes “Bank Refund” is the 
customer name; misses real 
names

  The true names are 
detected and screened

  Al Rahman Welfare and 
James McClintock are 
identified as OFAC hits

Elina and Stepan Sukhorenko
Homyel Voblasc
Belarus

Screens the entire
name line, causing false 
positives and missing hits

  Creates two separate    
records for screening

 Elina Suhkorenko
 Stepan Sukhorenko

 Screens each separately

John Smith ITF Tom Smith
DOB 01/01/1111

Assumes the entire line is the 
name, causing false positives 
and missing hits

 Knows to ignore dummy data 
(01/01/1111) and “noise” words 
(ITF)  

 Creates two separate records 
for screening

 John Smith
 Tom Smith

 Screens each separately

US-based Life and Health Insurer
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of the records were identified as joint 
accounts. FinScan split each into 
two separate records for screening, 
which prevented missing true hits, and 
thereby, reduced risk 

reduction in duplicates resulted in 
a 33% increase in productivity and 
corresponding savings in time and 
resources

5%

32%

FinScan Premium+: 
  Recognizes hard-to-identify duplicate records, which reduces the number 

of low-value alerts 
  Uncovers potential “hits” currently disguised in bad data    
  Flags dummy data (e.g., date of birth 1/1/1111) and “noise” words so they 

don’t mislead you

*Premium+ is a bundle of software modules from Innovative Systems’ FinScan and Enlighten product lines. © Innovative Systems, Inc. | 09132021
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